One of the more pervasive assumptions in architectural discourse is the mythical stature of the hero-architect. Despite the influence of societal, technological, and cultural forces and the collaborative nature of architectural production, notions of individual genius have situated the origins of movements and styles within specific personalities. The architect is often portrayed as a savior and proponent of societal and cultural progress and is consequently seen in alignment with the rhetoric of nations formulating their goals, purposes, and identities. In the United States, for (1 738-1 814)better known as Aleijadinho or "the Little Cripple"is particularly interesting as an example of how the mythical figure of an architect can be assimilated into national narratives (Fig. 1) . This essay will discuss the mechanisms and motivations behind the mythology of Aleijadinho by focusing on a specific document: the 1949 re-publishing of a nineteenth-century text on Aleijadinho and his architecture. 2 The original text, written in 1840 by a government official called Rodrigo Bretas, was republished in 1949. The re-publication was introduced by Liicio Costa , an architect who had an active role in shaping the cultural policies of the new republic.
Health The Ministry became the guiding hand in the production and distribution of all nationalist cultural transactions including music, cinema, radio, and physical education. Led by Gustav Capanema and the rallying cry "To Civilize from Above," the office completely dedicated itself to "the con-struction and eugenic formation of the Brazilian people. "5 The Ministry positioned itself as the paternalistic guide of the population with the stated objective to "centralize, coordinate, orient, and guide the national image internally and externally" through the creation of an intellectual elite to supply "points of view and constructive criticism. "6 This "constructed culture" was vigorously presented in the classroom as the springboard to a shared national future.
Health and education were combined with an intense government involvement in physical education, blurring the boundaries between the mind and the body and between individual conditioning and national strength. The Patrimony's methods were simultaneously revisionist and preservationist. As most of Brazil's past was as a colony, it became important to frame cultural products so as to identify their qualities as specifically Brazilian."' By claiming artifacts and histories as their own rather than refuting them as foreign remnants of Portuguese colonial power, the state could claim a cultural foundation and avoid having to formulate the premises of a new nation.
The 1949 re-publishing of the Bretas text was an endeavor of the Patrimony of History. While Aleijadinho's work was already well known in Brazil, Bretas's piece, as the first written text about the architect and his architecture, became the work that informed most subsequent studies.
The short piece is based on observations of the writer on Aleijadinho's architecture, some research of municipal records, and interviews with descendents and acquaintances. The most remarkable aspect of Bretas's text is its focus upon Aleijadinho's mythical stature; it is through this lens that his architecture is described, and his architecture describes him.
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Aleijadinho's mythology begins at birth as the illegitimate child of a slave and a Portuguese architect. The nickname "Aleijadlnho" describes his condition that was originally believed to have resulted from an advanced form of syphilis ( Fig. 2 ). 8 Bretas's text graphically describes the grotesque corporeal manifestations of this illness that was a consequence of his earthly indulgences:
Antonio Francisco came to lose all of his toes.
Consequently, he atrophied and curved, and even some of his fingers fell off leaving him with only the thumbs and forefingers and practically devoid of movement. The excruciating pains he frequently felt in his fingers and the sourness of his choleric temper led him to the paroxysm of cutting off his fingers using the chisel he worked with.Â s Bretas details Aleijadinho's misery, he creates a suffering character that transcends his physical state to recreate himself through his work. According to Bretas, Aleijadinho's best-known work, which was completed at the end of his life when Aleijadlnho discovered religion, is Congonhas do Campo (1796-1808) consisting of seven Stations of the Cross and a chapel ( Fig. 3 ). One reaches the pilgrimage church only after moving through the statues of the twelve prophets ( Fig. 4 ). These statues are corporeal representations which describe the religious narrative and give mean- Panofsky's essay "What is Baroque," there exists an ambiguity in distinguishing an identifiable style from mannerist forays. 2^This inherent ambiguity allows the expressionistic tendencies of the architect to exist within the larger framework of style. Not unlike Aleijadinho, Niemeyer, whose work was criticized for being indulgently mannerist and selfreferential by critics such as Max Bill and Walter Gropius, could therefore be legitimized within a genealogy while at the same time being nationally claimed because of personal creativity and formal deviation^^ (Fig. 14) . In fact, it wasnot the referencing of indigenous precedents, but the creative deviations of the architecture and the deviant character of the architect that identified the architecture as uniquely "Brazilian." While academicism might deny the gestural or the intuitive, the Baroque model accommodated and empowered it.
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Notes I translations bv the author unless indicated otherwise.
Finally, it is interesting to consider the possibility of the Baroque heritage as a tool to re-characterize the modern. Plate from The Sickness of Aleijadinho, published by the Ministry of Education, 1959. This was an example of a government-sponsored study that set out to pinpoint Aleijadinho's illness. 
